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AFT, Mathematics Department Oppose Quarter System
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is tho siscond of two.part
series on the quarto, system of SJS.
By ALAN VLAIJTIN
SJS’ recent decision to go on the quarter
system in 1970 ha-s met with a highly unfavorable reaction. Leading the protest
against the change are 200 members of the
SJS Arr local.
In a recently published brochure, AFT contends that the quarter system will not save
money, that it would ’’increase state costs
anywhere from $87.6 million to $289.5 million over the 10-year period ending in 1975-6."
AFT’ also argues that the quarter system
is "the most expensive and most disruptive
of all possible year-round calendars," adding that the decision to convert to the quarter system was made without consulting
faculty.
Members of the federation also said that

brevity of quarter semesters and the speedup of classes is "bound to ir.crease both faculty and student exhaustion and fatigue. In
short, education and teaching may be reduced to a frenzied race against the calendar."
AFT’ is not the only group opposed to
the quarter system. The Mathematics Department has unanimously voted to go on
record as opposed to the change.
COMMITTEE OPPOSES
Members of the conunittee planning for the
changeover are also against it. Dr. Mary
Condon, assistant professor of history, says,
"It looks as if it is already out of date."
Dr. Edward Cruanick, acting chairman of
the Industrial Engineering Department and
chairman of the sub-corrunittee on curriculum organization, remarks, "We could get
just as great a utilization out of our plant
by having a state paid summer semester."
Dr. Alfred Einarsson, professor of physics
and chairman of the sub-committee on eaten-

dar dates, agrees, saying "There probably
isn’t any best way."
Dr. Leo P. Kibby, acting dean of educational services and summer sessions and
chairman of the Academic Council sub-committee on the summer quarter, conunents
that there is "no uniformity on the proposal."
Chairman of the plarming committee, Dr.
Bert Monis, Chemistry Department chairman, says, "They are making a tremendous
mistake."
David Van Becker, assistant professor of
English and federation member, states that
one reason AFT members are opposed to the
quarter system is because they were not
consulted." The whole changeover, he charges,
"was brought about by consultation at the
very top levels."
Looking at the quarter system in general,
he states, "It might be more efficient, but
is efficiency a primary value in education?"
The quarter system is only one of four
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AFT or ACSCP?

Faculty Votes Today To Decide
Position on Collective Bargaining
By JIM BAILEV
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The controversial collective bargaining election for academic employees moves into its second and
final day today. Voting will conclude at 6 p.m. in the Geodesic
Dome.
Faculty members are asked to
decide if they favor collective bargaining and if they do, what group,
if any, they want to represent
them in bargaining negotiations
with the Board of Trustees and
the state legislature.
The election is only a preferential ballot and does not carry the
weight of law It is not being
conducted by the college, but is
an independent survey by the
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT).

College Professors (ACSCP). Negotiations between the two groups
reached a satisfactory decision at
a meeting Monday at San Fernando Valley State College. San
Fernando is the only other college
holding an election.
Other faculty associations including the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP), the California State Employees Association (CSEA) and
the California College and University.Faculty Association of the
California Teachers Association
(CTA) all oppose the AFT proposal.

gaining by April 26," Sperling
charged.
"They had refused to support
or join the election and when we
were able to get 700 signatures
favoring an election, they didn’t
know what else to do," he continued.
New AFT president Dr. John
Galm, assistant professor of English, further charged that the
American Arbitration Association,
originally scheduled to administer
the election, had pulled out because of "pressure from the National Education Association
(NEA) which opposes collective
bargaining."
NEA west coa.st representative
Roy Archibald yesterday retaliated
to Galm’s statement by saying that
NEA opposed the election because
it was "rigged for AFT."

OPPOSE BARGAINING
Outgoing AFT president Dr.
John Sperling, associate professor
of humanities, has stated that the
other associations oppose the elecOTHER ORGANIZATION
tion because they oppose collective
’PHONY ELECTIONS’
The only organization besides bargaining.
"Every other organization went
AFT to appear on the ballot is
"We don’t oppose elections and
the Association of California State on record opposing collective bar- never have, but this one is PhonY.
It offered no alternative until the
last minute, Archibald concluded.
AAUP president Dr. Charles
Larsen, associate professor of
mathematics, claims that AFT
gave his organization only two
days to join in the election, and
Group I classes meet Daily, MWF, MTW, MWTh, MTWF, then only at AFT terms. "AFT
believes that it will lose a tactial
MWThF, MW, MF, WF, M, W, or F.
Group II classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWTh, MTTh, TTh, MTThF. advantage if it waits until ACSCP
studies are completed," Larsen
MTWTh, or TWThF.
stated in a release.
Dr. Larsen proposes that the
Test Hours
Test Date
Group
Class Time
1:00 - 3:20 PM faculty vote "no" at this time.
Thursday, June 2
All Eng. A & IA
3:30 - 6:20 PM He ca.11ed for further studies leadForeign Lang. Deptm.tals Thursday, June 2
ing to a possible election in November under the supervision of
7:30 - 9:50 AM
I ._.
Wednesday, June 8
7:30 AM
the Academic Senate.
10:00 - 12:20 AM
II
Wednesday, June 8
7:30 AM
The CSEA and the CTA also
10:00 - 12:20 AM
1
Thursday, June 9
8:30 AM
support further study and more
7:30
9:50
AM
II
Thursday, June 9 .
8:30 AM
alternatives before passing favor7:30 - 9:50 AM
1
Friday, June 3
9:30 AM
ably on any collective bargaining
10:00
12:20
AM
June
3
II
Friday,
9:30 AM
issue.
10:00
12:20
AM
June
6
Monday,
I
10:30 AM
7:30
9:50
AM
6
II
Monday,
June
10:30 AM
10:00- 12:20 AM
Tuesday, June 7
11:30 AM
I
7:30 - 9:50 AM
II
Tuesday, June 7
11:30 AM
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12:30
12:30
1:30
1:30
2:30
2:30
3:30
3:30
4:30
4:30
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PM
PM
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Wednesday, June 8
Wednesday, June 8
Tuesday, June 7
Tuesday, June 7
Monday, June 6
Monday, June 6
Friday, June 3
Friday, June 3
Friday, June 3
Thursday, June 2

3:30
1:00
1:00
3:30
3:30
i :00
1:00
3:30
7:00
3:30

-

SJS Students
ay Pre-Reg
For Humanities

5:50 PM m
3:20 PM
3:20 PM
55::55g
3:20
3:20
5:50
9:20
5:50*

PPMM
PM
PM
Upper division students may prePM r e g is ter for Humanities 120,
PM studies in selected cultures, and
PM Humanities 160, contemporary isI
sues in F0127, acconling to Prof.
All
Last class meeting before June 2 5:30-6:50 O. C. Williams, humanities pro5:30 PM
gram coordinator.
. 7:00 - 9:20 PM
Thursday Thursday, June 2
7:00 PM
Humanities 120, taught by Drs.
7:00 - 9:20 PM
Monday, June 6
7:00 PM . Monday
Alan Barnett, assistant professor
.
7:00 9:20 PM
Tuesday
Tuesday, June 7
7:00 PM
of humanities, and John Sperling,
. 7:00 - 9:20 PM
7:00 PM .... WednesdayWednesday, June 8
associate professor of humanities,
*If desired, the time of this examination period may be changed will examine the way the idea of
creativity pervaded the underto 4:30 - 6:50 PM.
Examinations for daily and Four-day classes may, at the option standing of art, thinking, valueof the instructor, extend over the two examination periods which they making and manufacture.
Humanities 160 is divided into
control.
No examinations are permitted on the morning of Thursday. three sections. There will be an
evening colloquim taught by Prof.
June 2.
Special and make up examinations should be scheduled for the Sperling which will examine current educational theory and pracafternoon of Thursday, June 9.
Classes extending into more than one class period should be nee CPA of R or better is pre’ regiusite,,
examined as of the beginning of the first of these periods.

Film Strip
To Explain
Income Plan
Louis Kelso, corporation lawyerauthor, svill present a film strip
explaining his "Second Income
Plan" at 1:30 p.m. and a discussion of "Inscrutable Economics
and the Consumer" at 2:30 p.m.
today in E132.
Offered as part of the Cybernetics and Man course, the leetwe is open to the campus community, Dr. Ftalph Parkman, department chairman of material
science, has announced.
According to Dr. Parkman, Kelso feels that stock ownership in
corporations should be distributed
widely, that wealth should be concentrated in the hands of more
people.
"He feels that the true wealth
of our country lies in our machinery rather than in our hands.
With the coming of cybernetics,
there will be fewer jobs, and society will be wealthier. He feels
the fruits of capitalism should be
shared," the department chairman
commented.
Kelso also is a co-author of a
book about "The Conununist Manifesto" and "The New Capitalists."
The course as described by Dr.
Parkman is designed to show
what effects cybernation has had
on society. Last special speaker
was San Francisco sculptor Benny
Bufano.

plans for year-round operation. A second
plan would call for three semesters of 16
weeks each. Two other plans propose two
18-week semesters with either one 12-week
or two six-week state-paid summer sessions.
Of these the majority of professors interviewed favor the present system with statepaid summer sessions.
YEAR ROUND NOW
Dr. Morris states that the college is almost
operating under the 12-week sununer session
plan now since SJS has four- and six-week
summer sessions and is using its facilities
nearly full-time during the summer.
He feels year-round operation plans are
a mistake "as we are almost on a year-round
basis now."
Dr. Morris does see some advantages in
the quarter system. He feels one could make
up courses more quickly and that there
would be less courses to take in a quarter.
He also admits, "If we were given a bigger

staff the system would not be so bad."
The system, if it goes into effect, will not
be unique at SJS since plans call for its
operation at all the state colleges.
At present Hayward State and Los Angeles State are un the quarter system, acting as tests to see how well it operates.
Reports on the colleges are being studied and
the problems corrected.
Between now and fall, 1970, when the
quarter system begins at SJS, the planning
zommittee will be studying the results of
other schools, the departments will be rearranging their programs and professors will
be revising their courses.
Meanwhile AFT and other opponents of
the quarter system will be using every possible means to halt the changeover to a
system which they feel would do no good
tor students or teachers.
Whatever happens California State College education will be greatly affected.

First Meeting

New Council Frustrates
Phil Whitten’s Proposals
By DON DUGDALE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
It was Phil Whitten day at yesterday’s Student Council meeting,
the first official gathering of the
newly elected legislative body.
Whitten, graduate representative, submitted a handful of proposals for council’s consideration,
and tried repeatedly to get council
to adopt them.
Most of Whitten’s proposals,
however, were sent to committee
fur further study, thus delaying
action until the council’s first
meeting next fall.
The only Whitten resolution
passed yesterday was an amended
form of a policy statement calling
for "investigating the establishment of a student exchange program with the students of a university in the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics."

Whitten originally proposed that "since that body has already made
council go on record as favoring a commitment."
the program, rather than simply
Lee, for the same reason, sub.
as favoring the investigation of it. sequently killed Whitten’s attempt
to rescind the men’s athletics
PROPOSAL RE-INTRODUCED budget.
Proposals by Whitten to urge
Whitten re-introduced a proposal (vetoed by former ASB Pres. the SJS health service to distribJohn Hendricics since last week’s ute birth control devices and to
council meeting) calling for coun- recommend a wage increase for
cil to go on record as favoring students of Spartan Book Store
a Shakespearean film festival, but and Spartan Cafeteria, and a proagreed to take the matter in- posal by Dick Miner to ask the
formally to Firamcial Advisory SJS Academic Council to investiBoard next fall, because of the gate alleged police picture-taking
on campus, were all sent to com$400 allocation involved.
mittee.
A move by Whitten to rescind
the $30,000 Spartan Daily budget
OFFICERS INSTALLED
passed last week by the former
All new ASB officers were incouncil, was ruled out of order stalled at the beginning of the
by council chairman Vic Lee. Lee’s meeting. Pres. Jerry Spolter, in
decision was upheld by the council. his report to council, reiterated
"Council cannot rescind action his campaign promise to form a
made by another body," Lee said, committee to investigate the Spartan Daily. Spotter also expressed
hope for changing the ASB election code, and for establishing student opinion surveys.
Council approved the follovving
Spolter appointments: Bob Pitcher,
director of weekend co-rec; Margaret Davis, member-at-large of
Financial Advisory Board; Spartacamp Conunittee members; and
Hal Kushins, temporary chairman
of the Model United Nations Committee.
Sophomore Representative John
Graham was appointed temporary
council vice chairmrm.

SNCC To Present
Rhythm and Blues
DICK DANIELS
. . . Daily Editor

LEA ANN HERNANDEZ
. .. Ad manager

Spolter Names Daniels, Hernandez
To Head Fall Semester Daily Staff
ASB Pres. Jerry Spotter, yesterday appointed Dick Daniels and
Lea Ann Hernandez as editor and
advertising manager of Spartan
Daily, respectively, for the fall
semester 1966-67.
Spolter acted upon the recommendation of the Spartan Daily
editorial and advertising staffs
and the Department of Journalism
in making the appointments.

1

Daniels is a 24 -year-old navy
veteran who attended Imperial
Valley College and Foothill College before transfering to SJS in
February 1965.
He worked this semester as a
general assignment reporter on
the Daily covering the visiting
scholar, Scholar-in-Residence, California State Colleges Board of
Trustees and Chancellor’s Office

SifieP
Parents Day Committee

Students interested in sersing on next fall’s Parents Day Committee, may sign up this week in the College Union.
Steve Zell, corrunittee chairman, said interviews for 17 committee positions will he conducted today and tomorrow from 3 to 5 p.m.
in the College Union.

’Cherry Orchard’
"The Cherry Orchard" by Anton Chekhoy will he presented again
tomorrow afternoon, at 3 in Studio Theatre. Admission is free.

’Madame Butterfly’
Puccini’s "Madame Butterfly" will continue tonight through
Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in College ’Theatre The Nix office said yesterday that tickets are sold nut fnr all performances except the 2
p.m. matinee Saturday.

and SJS Academic Council.
Daniels is a member of Sigma
Delta Chi, professional journalism
society and Arnold Air Society.
He worked two years for the Imperial Valley (Daily) Press in ElCentro as a reporter.
Miss Hernandez is a 21 -year-old
Saratoga resident, She served this
semester on the Spartan Daily
Advertising staff as production
manager and a.s an advertising
salesman the previous semester.
An advertising major, she belongs to Gamma Alpha Chi, women’s advertising fraternity.
Miss Hernandez will work for
Field Survey Research in San
Francisco this summer on a journalism internship program.

’Donovan’s Reef’
At Friday Flicks
Tomorow’s Friday Flick, "Donovan’s Reef," will be shown in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
for 35 cents admission.
The comedy drama stars John
Wayne, Elizabeth Allen, Dorothy
Lamour, Caesar Romero and Mike
Mozarki.
A short, ’’Midnight Patrol,"
starring Laurel and Hardy, and :I
cartoon, "Out of this Whirl," win
also be shown.

Rhythem and Blues will fill
Morris Dailey Auditorium today
at a 3:30 p.m. fund raising concert sponsored by the San Jose
Friends of Student Non -Violent
Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC).
A 75 cent donation will go toward advancing voter registration
in the South, according to Mel
Canal, SNCC chairmanBilly Roberts, blues singer who
has appeared at the Hungry i in
San Francisco, SJS international
Student talent winner guitarist
Richard Baines, vvill be the featured performers.
Semyon Solomon, 12-string guitarist and singer Cal Attwood
will also entertain at the benefit,
Can ’

CASH
FOR
BOOKS
Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
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JERRY FORD

By SHARON OSAKI
Hallelujah: Yippee! Bravo! Whew
Wow! Yea!
I’m being released from the SJS Penitentiary for Future Journalists (alias Spartan Daily) after serving my ieiesemester
sentence.
No more 13 hours a week in stuffy
JC208 . . . No more red X’s ... No more
columns to crank out . . . No more headlines to write .. . No more hollering and
hunting for disappearing copy pewits and
reference hooks.

Staff Editorial

Function of Press
The function of the Atnerican press
is the dissemination of news and comment. It makes its readers aware of the
events and situations of the (lay, not
just of a linal or national nature, but
I level. The newsOn an internat.
paper fills the vital role of informer.
Recently the American press sustaintql an intense (riticism. It (ante in
the form of a book by I loward
lie Press and the Jury Box."
entitled
Aitually the ternt "book" is a miswork more closely repnomer. for
resents an editorial, one man’s opinion,
played in a hard cover.
Felsher’s (riticisitt is (oncerned with
the American press and it handling of
crime and court reporting. He claims
that biased reporting and writing has
caused innumerable miscarriage:: of
justice, N id’ arose frotn prejudgment
of tlit a(cused by jurors who formed
their opinions from newspaper ac(ounts. While there is a possibility that
tlwre base been instances of juror
prejudgment. the author does not cony imingly portray- this.
Rebuttals to this charge are nuttierous. but one of the tnost powerful is
the judge’s order to jurors that they
are not to read newspaper accounts of
the trial until it has concluded. Even
if the newspaper’s story is prejudicial,
it should not be held responsible for
influen(ing the opinions of jurors who
are acting in contempt of court.

If I eklier’s criticisms were taken to
heart. might not a form of censorship
be inflicted upon what we now know
as a free press? Censorship of this
nature, i.e. censoring non-military material not concerning the country’s security, is in direct opposition to American tradition and ideology.
To deny the press its constitutionally. guaranteed freedom would do more
to injure American freedom than the
loss of habeas corpus. "The Press and
the Jury Box" tnight be profitable,
but the harm it could do might be
equally irreparable.
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’’Excuse me . . . I thought tlrat sort of thin(3 was unconstitutionair

Students Discuss UFO Film, Professors
’Exploited for Buck by
Para-Psych Club Film’
Editor:
I feel

that the UFO film entitled ’’Phenomena 7.7" which was shown by the Para-psychology Club Tuesday afternoon and evening made me feel like I had been exploited
like I had never been exploited for a buck
before.
The public interest mood was right; the
publicity was right; and the admission was
labeled a donation (even though you couldn’t
get in without paying). I had expected to find
out finally the scientific side of the story,
perhaps some soil analysis of the take-off
blast marks Hutt have been found, or the like.
Instead, all that was shown was a very
lengthy parade of over-the-fence type per-

College Emphasis
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Staff Editorial

TIM 111111’11 emphasis is being placed
on a college education. Almost all
"openings in each and every industry
now require an appli(ant to lie a graduate of a university. It would not be
surprising that soon it would be necessary for a garbage collector to have a
college degree! Each year the enroll-

),Ae.

...ctesaar

’tient of the universities in this country
is increasing at a tremendous rate. Emphasis on (ollege education develops
in the first instance in the employers
and in turn it is passed on to the parents. Most parents want their child to
have more titan they had. As a consequence, many a high school child is
pressured into "higher education"
when he would be far happier studying
non-academic subjects. A child forced
into this kind of situation can be
an unhappy person for the rest of his
life.
In some cases it may he found that
more harm is done to the child than
good in the sense that there is a considerable amount of wasted effort,
money and time, and also that the
child grows into an adult with v ery
uncertain feelings regarding his own
position in society. A great deal of
damage also can result from inability
of the child to cope with his subjects,
especially ones in which he is not interested.
When a child is compelled to do certain things which he does not want to
do. a sense of frustration develops,
too. itt his mind which can lead to
very undesirable psychological problems.
The question is should a parent
he the sole judge of his child’s future
without any "assistance" from the
child, his counselors at the high school
or his grades? Parents should answer
this question honestly and realize that
a college is not necessarily an end in
itself.
Mary Saksena

sonal accounts which we read aixatt in the
paper every month or so.
There may have been no such information
released as yet which would make a more
informative film possible, but I do not feel
that this makes it any more justifiable to
advertise heavily this "70-minute documentary" and take at least 300 people in the
everting showing alone for probably what
amounted to several hundred dollars.
Jon B. Snell
A10196

Writer ’Missed Point’
In Furor Over Recall
Editors
Mr. James Brescoll has missed the point
of the present furor over recall, just as ASB
government has missed it. The question of
holding a recall movement is interesting but
out of date. The signatures were obtained
and there is no recourse (or at least shouldn’t
be) but to have a recall election. Unfortunately we will not.
Mr. Brescoll is convinced that 2,000 signatures (10 per cent) do not represent the
student body. On these grounds we can also
question the validity of ASB government since
only 25 per cent of the student body voted
in the election last year, and only 60-70 per
cent of that number supported John Hendricks. Our outgoing president didn’t have
much more numerical support than the present recall movement. The real point, though,
is that 10 per cent is the number constitutionally defined as expressing the will of the
student body.
Mr. Brescoll evidently equates a concern
for democratic procedures and individual
rights with childishness and immaturity. Perhaps we should be like the general run of
society and not worry about our government
and what it does? But that sounds very much
like apathy to me.
Apparently then, ASB government Isn’t
worth worrying about. But on the same day
that John Hendricks vetoed his own recall,
Council allocated $217,000 for next year’s
budget. That is your money, Mr. Brescoll, and
mine that they are spending. I am interested
in who spends it and why and where it is
spent.
Yes, Mr. Brescoll, I believe in government
by representation, in constitutional government, in individual rights. If my concern with
these things is immature and childish, then
what do you propose that I believe in?
Michael L. Nicholson
A2124

Recent YR Election a
’Blatantly Obvious Cabal’
Editor:
For the interest of those students inclined
toward the Republican Party, some recent
developments in the campus Young Republicans, heretofore publicly unnoticed, should
be brought to light.
On May 16, the YR’s held their election
for 1966-67 officers. Up to that date, the
executive board, the policy -making organ
of the club, had been composed of a fairly
mpresentative distribution of campus GOP
factions; munely, four conservatives and three
moderat es.
The recent elections, however, through
the use of a very efficient and blatantly obvious cabal, drastically overturned this dis-

tribution, so that the board now is composed
of three conservatives and four ultra-conservatives. Perhaps nothing could be more
illustrative of this new board’s political attitude than to mention that Al Mason, a
"proud" member of the John Birch Society,
was put into office by the same cabal that
installed all other officers.
The significance of the right-wing attitude
of the new board is that the campus YR
organization no longer is representative of
the National Republican Party, the state
GOP, or even the Republican-minded students
on the SJS campus. Having been a member
of the SJS YR’s for two years and an officer
on the board this last semester, I have some
authority in an analytical capacity.
In my opinion, the YR’s will be hard pressed
to recruit new (or even past) members, since
few students will want an extremist-led organization which is an affront to the very
name it hypocritically bears. These disappointed students will have to seek a more
truly representative campus Republican
group next semester. They may very well find
one.
Steve IPItcher
A3027

Dr. Porter a ’Heretic’
But Aids ’Revolution’
Editor:
Dr. Albert Porter, Associate Professor of
Business Management, will be leaving the
campus shortly. Unfortunately, any dim hope
for a needed reorganization and "revolution"
in the business curriculum may go with him.
His stay on campus often has been less
than pleasant. But then a "revolutionary
heretic" cannot expect much more.
I only hope that many of his efforts won’t
go unnoticed, and that some new and vibrant
individual might take up where he left off.
If not, the Business Division may be a long
time in coming before it develops a more
academic curriculum to meet the needs of
the managers of the future.
Jon E. Admire
A1946

Writer Praises Broyles
For ’Genuine Interest’
Editor:
I would likes to add another voice in praise
and support of Professor Broyles.
After taking two courses of Economics
from Prof. Broyles, I can say truthfully
that not only is he a very fine instructor, but
he is genuinely interested in and concerned
about his students, which is a great deal more
than can be said for some of our other faculty
members.
In addition, Prof. Broyles not only teaches
"book" economics, but he emphaiszes "practical" economics which can be applied to anyone’s daily activities. After all, not everyone
is planning to become a "new economist," yet
F,con IA and 1B are required by nearly everyone.
I will grant that his tests are difficult, but
that is no reflection on his ability as an
instructor it is merely a reflection on the
students who do not apply themselves to the
study materials. Here’s to more responsible
instructors like Prof. Broyles.
M. S. Ernst
A217

LATE DINNERS
No more Globe Printing man breathing
down my neck at 4:31) waiting for tlie
copy . . . No more missed lunches and
late dinners . . . No more endless nights
at the print shop reading proofs.
No more puns, courtesy of our PR
man, like "Ilave you seen the TV show
about tlw Jolly Green Giant’s 414.10
troubles ’Green Achers’?" or ..1
words of Juliiis Grape - ’I came, I
l:oncord.’"
No more "Teenie-bopper" tours . . .
No more after-class bull sessions in the
cafeteria.
PLANTING TACKS
No more sports editor to whizz erasers
past my ear or plant tacks tinder my
"you know what."
No more 76-inch managing (makeup)
editor to step on me when I protest one
of his impossible "1.94-3" Ione line, 21
count) headline designations.
No more click. click, click of typewriters
harmonizing with the clackety-clack of the
UPI wire machine.
Yep, no more Spartan Daily for me.
I’ll miss it.

Guest Editorial

NATO Future
’Frightening’
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
United Press International
’1’11#. ino%)41:4 men have
PARIS (UPI
ilorrstep in
\
not yet arrised
France, hut the problem- (if the Alliance’s
future alreail) haie readied frightening
dimens. .
French President Charles de Gaulle has
served notice that he is pulling all French
forces out of NATO’s Allied command
by July 1.
ORDER TROOPS OUT
He has ordered 26,000 American troops
and 40 American bases and two NATO
military headquarters out of France by
April 1, 1967.
Where are they to go? That is a question
for which no one has a ready answer.
NATO’s political headquarters, employing about 960 officials - 580 of them
French is located in Paris. French officials say De Gaulle is willing for it to
remain here. Yet many Allied officials
ask how could the political nerve center
of the Alliance remain in a country that
has done everything to break it up.
EMPLOY THOUSANDS
There also are two military headquarters Supreme Allied Headquarters
(SHAPE), 10 miles west of Paris, and
Allied Central European Headquarters
(AFCENT) at Fontainebleau, 40 miles
south of Paris. Their total staffs amount
to around 4,500 Allied officers and men.
De Gaulle says they have to go.
VAST MILITARY NETWORK
The United States itself also faces intintensely costly moving problems. Its European Command WSEUCOM headquarters for the whole European and Mediterranean area is located at Camp des
Loges, about 12 miles northwest of Paris.
There also is a network of some 40 military
and air bases, supply depots, port facilities
and a 550.mile oil pipeline running from
the Atlantic coast to Germany.
U.S. officials estimate the total American investment in all this to be about
E2.5 billion.
41
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’IDC Honors
Outstanding Busine-.3s Dept. Revises
Organization
Male, Female Curriculum
".

For Science Study

Profs To Develop
Teaching Methods
AMES
By sTI.%
Spartan Daily staff Writer
The academic emphasis placed on the study of science
is not some brand new idea dreamed up by educators just be(muse the Soviet Union placed Sputnik I in orbit during the
fall of 1957.
Dr. Waller A. Gong. SJS associate professor of physical
science is working with Dr. William Shockley, Standford professor of engineering sciences. to develop an experimental progrtun for teaching scientific teaching, necessitated by world
developments since World War II.
Dr. Shockley notes that mankind has been involved in
-science" since the days of cave men, but the greatest emphasis has come only recently.
"The cave men," says Dr. Shockley, "looked at things of
the world and represented them with their fingers." In this
case fingers were symbols which acted as the numbers capable
of prediction.
"Thus, science is as old as humanity. Cave men counting
and predicting, perhaps, is the earliest or simplest form of
theoretical science."
SEARCH FOR ORDER
Says Dr. Gong, "Man always searched for orderly relationships to explain his world. Astronomy was one of man’s earliest
studies, but he also explored such practical problems as irrigation and design of machines.
"The discovered laws and facts have all become integrated
into a body of scientific knowledge. Today the two dominant
strands of modern theoretical science are the logical and reasoning invented by the Greeks and the experimental method of
the 16th and 17th century.
"Changes in science teaching also have been fast coming,"
he says. "Within the lifetime of the SJS faculty, science has
been taught in many different ways."
Dr. Gong says that since the 1950’s, the scientific world
has been in revolution with the standard of living and the
political positions of nations dependent on the success in scientific research.
"It was during the Korean War that we know the nation
was lagging in scientific manpower and an understanding of
science," Dr. Wong says. "Key to the bottleneck were the
high school science programs.
"Science taught in the classrooms did not portray the nature
of science as experienced by professional scientists. It was like
science in two different worlds, the anthesis of science . . ."

I
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TH!S PROSTRATE Spartan mirrors the feelings of most SJS students after a long session of study for final examinations. Finals
officially begin Thursday, June 2 and will continue until the following Thursday, June 9.

History Class Seeks
Answer to Book Riddle
phere and mood surroundun; their
its ANNF: (ARE
I interviews.
Spartan Daily staff Writer
John Long, senior history major,
When is a history 000k like a
in his interview of Peter Christoff,
man?
Sound like a riddle? Students Russian researcher at Hoover Inin last fall’s histography class. stitute and instructor at San Fran199A, said different at a recent cisco State, even noted the historian’s Corfram shoes and made
reunion.
As a special project the students a diagram of the room in which
taught Mrs. Joan Todd, assistant he sat with the Russian historian.
professor of history, made history
OTHERS INVOLVED
come alive when they interviewed
Other students involved in the
well known Bay Area historians.
The project was accepted eager- program were Bob Seifert, senior
history major, and Mary June
ly by the students who wanted
Bateman, senior history major, who
to meet the men who are writing
history books today for tomorrow’s interviewed Raymond Sontag, English and German historian. Eric
readers.
But it was work. Before the was joined by Richard Liewer, sestudents could interview their nior history major, in his interchosen historian (each two stu- view of Bailey.
Charles Allard, senior history
dents selected one famous historian), they had to negotiate for major, and Phil Widmann, senior
interviewing time. Then Mrs. Todd history major, interviewed J. Chesdirected them toward important ter Cheng, Hoover Institute fellow
works of their historians and res and San Francisco State College
qured that the students memorize instructor.
The interviev.ing was begun by
the titles of all the historian’s
writings, their dates of publication David Bryn-Jones who was brought
and important landmarks in the to class by Mrs. Todd.
Mrs. Todd had hoped that the
men’s lives.
propect would bring the students
WORK PAID OFF’
According to the students, the closer together. She noted that
work paid off. When they finally drama students and instructors
went to visit their historians, they are drawn together by interdewere able to discuss and challenge pendence for a good production.
the authors’ works intelligently. "But it is all too easy" for history
Eric Daus, senior history and poli- and political science classes to
tical science major, reports that fall onto the lecture treadmill,
his meeting with Thomas A. never knowing involvement of
Bailey, diplomatic historian at working together.

EDUCATIONAL REVOLUTION
Coming to the aid of the nation’s science instructional program were the Natural Science Foundation and the U.S. Office
of Education.
"Finally teachers and scientists began working together
once again," says Dr. Gong, "and their involvement and int: terest has triggered off one of the most massive educational
revolutions in education’s history."
One of the dominate themes of the new science teaching
is the transmission of the most essential scientific knowledge
and thought processes to students where it was previously
thought impossible that instruction could take place.
The revolution is now hitting the colleges, following national experimentation in the elementary schools during the
1960’s and high schools a decade ago.
On the college level, students in physics at Stanford and
Humanities Program volunteers at SJS now very much a part
of the program and will continue to be on both campuses next
fall.
STUDENT ABILITY
As during this semester. research will concentrate next
year on ways to increase student ability to recall and use
authentic Creative Search Patterns in Theoretical Sciences.
The student will be given opportunities to use the examples and first-hand experiences in three ways:
Interpret important scientific literature in terms of his
personal scientific experiences.
Write and defend a paper that displays the student’s
maximum level of scientific comprehension and experience.
Teach at least one other person each of six basic Creative Search Patterns.

.
4.,

Stanford, was not on a teacherstudent basis, but rather on a
person to person level.
The students, all interested in
histography, were curious about
how historians produce publishable
work. Bailey told Eric he went
by "Bailey’s Law." Pulling out a
stack of three by five cards, Bailey
said, "add a little every day and
within a few months you’ll have
enough for a paper."
Students carried tape recorders
on interviews, but they recorded
more than just a conversation with
an historian. Because Mrs. Todd
feels that history is based on
subtleties, she required her students to take notes of the atmos-

SUMMING UP
Summing up, Mrs. Todd said she
was pleased to sec that her small,
"extra verbal class" became dependent on the reading and interviewing that they were doing.
Further, she said that the students’ interviews have led to greater involvement with the historians’
work. As an example she noted
that students watch eagerly when
Cheng publishes a book or Christoff writes a letter to the editor
of the Chronicle.
They have, as one student put it,
"humanized’’ the historians. For
these students the dry, crisp pages
of history books became living
ge,.11 and blood.
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Bob Johnson, vice president of
Inter-Dormitory Council
and Lucy Haab, Hoover Hall recreation chairman, were honored as
the outstanding male and femztle
dorm residents, respectively. at
the first annual IDC Scholarship
Banquet Saturday.
Dr. Thomas A. Tutko, assistant
professor of psychology, highlighted the program k ith an address on
"Changing Views in Education."
He called on the honor students
at the banquet to strive beyond
the antiquated education system
which they are now enseloped
in, and learn to think.
Presently, "an educated person
is non-aggressive, doesn’t say much
and has little guts," he noted.
"Education will get you a
$40,000 home, but if this is its
only use it is totally improper,"
he said.

can’t find it! Whitt can I take ing; :I, marketing; 4, insurance;
instead," wore exclamations of 5, manpower; 6, management; 7,
busines( majors who looked at the finance; 8, general; 9, quantative.
For example, business 170 is an
full schedule of classes.
The Business Disision has under- upperdivision course 17) in the
gone a currizidum revision, ac- area of finance (7) at the basic
cording to Dr. Thomas B. Maier, level (0).
assistant to the dean Division of
business.
In an effort to emphasize principle rather than vocation, business courses have taken on different content, titles and numbers.
hich they are now enveloped ]
The 1966-67 General Catalog
lists titles and course descriptions
Grief is graduating with a B.A.
and the F’all 1966 Schedule of
degree and no idea of what to
Clascs lists the new numbers.
do with it. A lot of grief is
The new number system, followgraduating with a B.A. degree
ing the college system of designating lower, upper and graduate
and the wrong idea of what to
divisions. employs the tens digit
clo ith it. And wasting the most
to identify content area and the
important years of your life disones digit to denote level of difficovering (the hard way) that
culty.
you chose the wrong career.
Newly designated content areas
are its follows: 0, real estate; 1,
Enrolling in our Campus Internoffice administration; 2, account ship Program now could save
ou a lot of grief at graduation.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
How? By giving you the opportunity to become involved in
all color
not just exposed tolife inJRS ENTERPRISES
surance sales as a career. You
- Phone 286-5392 evenings
learn life insurance as a profession, from a professional. You
Veistalin
put what you’ve learned into
practice, and find that a life insurance sales career pays off in
dollars as well as a sense of satisfaction. By graduation, you
know what y ou’re going to do
Stop in and see us.
with that B.A. degree.
You can eat, talk,
We’re old pros at saving graduread, and relax in
ates a lot of grief in hile they’re
the friendly atmosundergraduates. And w e can
phere of our gas
prove it.
lighted patio or our
B. L. Reiehmuth, C.L.U.
large inside eating
Manager
area.
as For information regarding
either your own Life Insurance
Program or a Career in Sales
Management call 297-5707.
210 North 4th Street

DOCTOR,
LAWYER, OR
A LOT OF GRIEF

Library Open
In addition to its regularly
scheduled hours, the SJS Library
will open the Re(erve Book Room,
LN629 and LS114AB until midnight during finals. The extended
schedule vvill begin Friday. On
Monday, Memorial Day, the college library will be open front
9 a.m. to 5 p .m.

$89
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books to be reused

SAIXY 1300
Soft as a puppy,
yet rugged as an old hound dog.
Salty Dog. the original altcotton
Scrubdenim by Canton’...
today’s most exciting fabric
with the "lived.in" look.
Ask for Salty Dog jeans. bell bottomS,
CPO and ponderosa shirts, shorts,
and other casual wear by leading fashion
makers at your favorite store.
SANFORIZED’

Open until 7739 p.m.
for your convenience.
1.

cpaPtait gookotepe
"Right on Campus"

1

Thursday, May 116 19CR
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Music Dept. To Hold
Awards Assembiy Today

Dancers To Perform
At Folk Festival
Neatly 400 dancers from 21
’folk dance exhibition groups
’" throughout the state will per’ form at Chic Auditorium tomorrow through Monday at the
-International Folk Dance Festival.
Hast foe the event, spon.sored
by the City of San Jose and the
Jose Chamber of Com’
melee, will be the Folk Dance

KSJS Radio
To Present
’Philoctetes’
XSJS radio will broadcast a
special pro(luction of "Philoct-, tides" by Sophocles tonight at
7. The program will star StanF.
=

ley A. Anderson Jr. and Eddy
Emanuel, SJS drama majors.
Charles Chess, instructor in
drama, will produce and direct
the two-hour show.
Tonight at 6:30 on this semesters final presentation of
"Foreign Students Speak Out,"
Malest Llanos, junior mechanical engineering major from
Peru, will discuss the differ_
unces and similarities between
country and the United
his
’’’""
States and tell of the pmgress
A
being made in Peru today.
Producer - director - moderat or
Jane Glickfeld will conclude the
program by stating what KSJS
proposes to du next semester
on "Foreign Students Speak
Out."

Federation of California. Highlight of the activities will be the
International Folk Dance Concert Saturday at 8 p.m.

summer. has been selected by
the U.S. Department of Defense
to tour similar installations in
Europe this fall.
Dr. Gus C. Lease, SJS professor of music. produces and di
rects the show. He said the
troupe needs a soprano with
some dancing experience. Anyotr wishing to audition may
contact Dr. Lease in M253 or
telephone extension 2363 by
Ttiesit ty.
The troupe, which will be stationed primarily in Germany,
Will leave the latter part of
September for an eight -week
tour.

nations throughout the world. GaJlt, an SJS
graduate, is president of the Folk Dance Federation of California, host for the event. Mrs.
Gault is an SJS senior education major. The
City of San Jose and the San Jose Chamber of
Commerce will sponsor the four-day festival.

DRESSED IN HUNGARIAN COSTUME Ned
and Marian Gault will join near!), 400 dancers
from 21 Celiforn:a folk dance exhibition groups
in tile Interne,tional Folk Dance Festival al Civic
Auditorium tomorrow through Monday. Dances
w;11 be performed to ethnic music representing

CANNES HOPEFUL
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Rock
Hudson’s unreleased new film,
"Seconds" will be the United
States entry in the 20th annual
Cannes Film Feth

Lake Tahoe

\

Other members of the troupe
are Marianna Voorhees and Terri Raitray, Jack Linsay, Lally
McComas and Lois Lease.
The show was formed in 1961.
-

Featuring, from the hungry i,
COI

Cr

Billy Roberts

Ladies over 18 FREE

9ujiyaitta qapdett4 ee-Jtauraftt

Awful-Awful Saloon
and Pizza Emporium

1.)8(,o

"There are no relit star performers in the group," Dr. Lease
stated. "They all are talented."
Pianist Sally Fayette is an SJS
music major. Esther Duarte has
sung with the San Jose Symphony Orchestra, Shirley Swallow has appeared in several Bay
Area musical productions and
Mike Plechaty has performed in
various college productions.

SNCC BLUES CONCERT

9:00 - 1:30

MUM

Lunches and dinners eeeee d in

2./T-8:390

’

delightful atmosphere

SCREEN
SCENES

the Str4V

$1.00

PIZZA SUPREME

pc othe family bouze

Amateur Talent night every
Thursday. Auditions to be held
every Monday night. Call
Ward Pinther or Mike Sanchez
378-1800

FINE IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BEER
BANJO AND HONKY TONK
Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m.-1 a.m.; Sunday 6 p.m.-8 p.m.
This coupon redeernable at the Straw Hat witl St..ident Body Card for =
E NAME

--

:7- ADDRESS
CITY
offer expires Jena 15-th71966
=
Open

I

THE STRAW HAT
1400 W. Campbell Ave., Campbell
For Pizza to go, Phone 378-1800 or 253-0703

A

Ladies
Free
Anytime

"THE KING AND I"
also

"CAROUSEL"
B01-, ;n color and the wonder of
range stereophonic sound.

;,ii;

STUDIO

"PIKO

l’irst

292-6778

AND THE SHARK"

"THE WONDERFUL WORLD
OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM"

Snooker
MINIERIMINIOWN

Evpires
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Modern
Air-Conditioned
Facilities
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Uncles Mixed Up
Richard Lee Juett was the
"impressive villain" - Butterfly’s cruel uncle, The Bonze in
Friday’s
performance of
"Madame Butterfly," not Richard
Gattagen, as yesterday’s review
in the Spartan Daily incorrectly
stated. Gahagen played Yakuside. another uncle.

294 78,.)0

Er- r
DANCING

LIVE
BAND
FridaN
and
SaturclaN

293-9978

_ _
_
_
************************************************************** ***** *********************************************************
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"Perspective" is a weekly pm gram produced by SJS students

Nou

Located adjacent fo Greyhound Te,minal
Almaden

Eric Carruthers. senior planner for Santa Clara County, will
forecast future development of
the Valley.

Downtown Bowl

Lenny s Recreation (enter
82

.,:tt MI.:1y :II

Clyde Arbuckle, San .1(),e city
historian, will discuss developments from World War II to
the present, including’ compari
sons of such areas as housing
and education then and now.

375 W. Santa Clara St.

IrtfaffiaAt

Sig
11:iy 867-3026
Rodgers and Hammoritoin’t
Gteatest Musical Hits

KNTV, Channel 11,
9 a.m.

$1 per hour

297-2002
Ittri nunit

With this Ad
Minimum 1 hour

A

be bzroadcast on "Perspective."

POOL & BILLIARDS

First 1/2 Hour Free

G A Y

tory of Santa Clara Valley will

To SJS Students
Anytime

garclen City Jiofirau

too south First
294-5544
motorcy,lo Misfits on a Wild Spree
"MOTOR PSYCHO"

of

3 games for S1

Fri. & Sat.

Pocket Billiards

program

BOWL

3

Famous

51 S. Market

concluding

Lif E"’"

Hofbrau Band

Sunday:
II o.m.-11 p.m.

CiNEMA

ea,

$169

Served Daily:
4:3041 p.m.

2954238
552 South
A show for all the family,
"TOKYO OLYMPIAD"
also John Wayne in
"CIRCUS WORLD"

on any

Sunday thru Thursday, 11:30 a.m. to Midnight.
Friday and Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 2 a.m.

SPECIAL
STUDENT’S DINNER

297-3060
1433 The Alameda
Academy Award winner, Best
Foregn Film of the year.
"THE SHOP ON
MAIN STREET"

$1 OFF
GIANT PIZZA 5

NE

TO

r.4

The

the six-part series on the his-

General

Authentic german 5ooil
L -4’

S.C. Valley Series
On ’Perspective’
To End Saturday

DONATION: 75c Students

PHONE 294-1330

ASO MERIDIAN AVE.

Awards will be presented for
outstanding student. outstanding
freshman, upper and, lower division theory, vocal and instrumental performance, music, education, history - literature and
conducting. Winners were selected by faculty nominatioi;
rind vote.
Recognition of scholarship recipients for 1965-1966 will conclude the honor ceremonies.
----

Tonite, Morris Dailey Auditorium

WIT/

featuring 22 kinds of
PIZZA
NOW, WIN CASH PRIZES

Following the MUSiCal selections, Dr. Gibson Walters, chairman of the Music Department,
will award honors certificates
and the composition contest
prize.

The Gus Lease Show, which

Janies Towne
Sat. --

"Square," 16 studies in Chance
Music, by Thomas *yam, will
he performed by Lynne Howe,
piano; Robert Weil, clarinet;
Patrick Castle. bass, and Todd
Wees, percussion.

toured armed forces installations
in the Pacific Command last

The Colonials
Thurs. Fri.

in music at L30 p.m. today in
Concert Hall at the sixth annual
Honors Awards Assembly.

Gus Lease Show
Selected To Tour
Europe This Fall

The ..ku ful-Au
presenN
Featurin,a

Soprano June Fox will sing the
vocal portions.

The program will open with
three compositions written by
SJS students. Pianist Joan
Stubbe will play her own work
entitled "Images." John Hancock, also a pianist, will present
his composition, "Snnance I."

Ned
President,
Federation
Gault, SJS graduate, and his
wife Nlarian, SJS senior education major. will be among the
dancers dressed in authentic
costumes of many nations- Scandinavia, Great Britain, Hungary, Poland, Russia, Germitm,’,
Spain, Bulgaria. Romania, Mexico, Yugoslavia, Israel, Egypt,
China and the Pacific Islands
who will perform to ethnic
music.
Tickets for the concert may be
purchased at San Jose Box
Office, 40 W. San Carlos St.,
for $2.23. Other activities of the
four-day festival are free to the
public as spectators.
The dancing will begin tomorrow at 8 p.m. with four
hours of dancing.
Following the concert Saturday night, the SJS Balkan Dance
Club will sponsor a party in
McCabe Hall of the auditorium.
Pres. Sharon Sissenstein said a
live tamburitza orchestra will
provide music from 10:30 p
to 2 a.m.
Concurrent with the Balkan
be general folk
party will
dancing in the main auditorittin.
Sunday’s program will include
folk dancing and a e,:stuine show
at 1:30 p.m. and I11011. claming
at 8 p.m., followed by a party
in McCabe Hall.
Folk (lancing will continue
Monday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at the San Jose Municipal Rose
Garden, Naglee and Park Streets.
The festival 111111 close with a
dance program at Civic Auditoriunt from 1:30-3 p.m.

Direct from their engagement at

Music Department will
student achievement

The

recognize

123 S. 4111
286-2484

p.m.- I

a.m.

I
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’Explanation Needed’
Panhellenic Council, AWS and
Inter-Dorm judiciaries. This act
provides for a standard size and
a standard procedure for all of
these judicial bodies.

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first
of
two-part series concerning
the structure and functions of the
ASI Judiciary at SJS.
By WILLIAM F. WRIGHT
Since the ASB Judiciary has
been in the news reoently, an
explanation of its structure and
powers is in order.
1960:
Before the present
constitution was written, the
ASB Judiciary WM simply a student court. This court, according
to John Hendricks, ex-president,
was "replete with student lawyers, clerks and justices." It
operated as an advisory agency
to the dean of students and to
the president of the college.
The court’s only jurisdiction was
over such minor cases as bookstore thefts and water fights.
On April 27, 1960, the ASB
ratified a new constitution by a
majority vote, nullifying the old
1957 constitution. Upon ratification, the new constitution established a whole new organization and definition of jurisdiction
for the ASB courts.
The first thing tne new constitution did was to broaden the
powers of student government.
This broadening was apparent
especially in the Judicial Branch.
This included the allowance for
the Judiciary to handle all tYPes
of cases invoMng students if
the municipal courts would not
take action upon them. It also
gave the Judiciary the power
and duty to Intel pret the constitution.

LOWER COURTS
These lovver courts have the
original juridiction over all cases
thut originate within ttteir membership. The decision of these
courts may be appealed to the
ASB Judiciary either by the rt.fendent or by the attorney general of the ASB or the oiy,anizaHon involved.
The povvers of the ASB Judiciary includes making the final
decisions regarding the guilt or
innocence of any starieht charged
with a crime aga’n t the college.
Everything fts hookstore thefts
to drinking on campus can be
handled by this body.

cases of violation of college
Or ASB rules, the Judiciary can
a. ,h11) penalties ranging from a
reprimand to dismissal front
school. In CaSCS where the latter
punishment is decided upon, the
president of the college must be
involved. "According to the
(California Education) Code,
only the president can kick someone OM of school," stated Stanley Benz, dean of students.
"Even if the penalty is less severe, President Clark always is
notified through my office."
In

RESULTS ARE SENT
After a case is tried, the results
are sent to the dean of students’
office. The results of all cases
are added to the student’s permanent record. A copy of the
decision of the Judiciary, excluding the names of the parties
invoh’ed, is sent to Student Council. In this way, both the administration and the students
can keep an accurate accotmt of
the activities of the Judiciary.
When a constitutional question is raised, the procedure is
slightly different. Like all courts
in the United States, the ASB
Judiciary must be presented
with a trial case in order to
render a decision. This Judiciary
will, however, render advisory
opinions either to the Student
Council or to the ASB president
upon the request of either. These
requests are given in order to
allow the council to pa_ss legislation that is con.stitutionally
sound and to allow the president
to knowledgeably exercise his
veto power.
The ASB Judiciary and all of
the lower judicial bodies are
composed of five student justices
and two faculty or administrative justices. The constitution
states that, "each member shall
have equal voting privileges
(and that) the dean of students

JUDICIARY POWERS
The ASB Judiciary is to
" . . have original jurisdiction
in cases involving the following:
Determination of the constitutionality of all ASB
Interpretation of the ASB
constitution, by-laws I repealed),
statutes and policies passed by
Student Council.
Elected and appointed ASB
persortnel.
All college rules and regulation.s affecting individual students and groups," acconling to
the constitution.
Its powers also include the
amsideration of appeals referred
from lower courts such as the
Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC)
or Inter-Dorm judiciaries.
The Judicial Revision Act of
this year’s Student Council
standardized all of the ASB
lower courts, which are the IFC,

Custom Cleaners
between 10th and 1 ltb
481 E. San Carlos

rjr.

tAs:AtIEMENTS
Jranttle Stuarts, senior
olugy

and the associate dean may not
be members of the ASB Judiciary."
STUDENTS ARE ASSURED
In this way. the students who
are on teal are assured that
they ars h.
Pidged by their
pre-s and la t hy the dean’s
irr’ee
r,f Itudents
tal t’
by stating
that
’
,:ible discipline
is s lf-di,eipliti, The ASB Judiciary is the in,trument through
which this student self-discipline
is

implemented.

tend

to

be

The

fairer

students

and

thorough and certainly

more

more ef-

ficient than we Idean’s officei
are."
The ASB attorney general is
not a member of the Judicial
Branch of the ASB, but rather
he is a member of and adviser
to, the executive branch of government. He is the officer who
presents the associated students’
eases to the Judiciary and refers cases from lower bodies.
In this way he maintains the
balance of power between the
three government divisions or
branches.
Although

the

attorney

gen-

the voters in
the general election every
spring, the members of the
Judiciary are not. They are appointed by the president of the
association with the approval of
Student Council. The college
president approves the faculty
members of the Judiciary.

eral is elected hy

major

from

San

Stiel-

Istateu.

is engaged to Murk Newaard.
senior civil engineering major
at Stanford University and
member of Delta Tau Delta fraternity. Newgard is also from
San Mateo. A September 3rd
wedding is planned .
Golda Jeanne Poster, senior
natural science major, from
Sunnyvale and member of Tribeta Honorary Biology Science
Sociery is engaged to Mike M.
Ivaidtsky, graduate biology major from Los Alta; and member
of Lambda Chi Alpha. The
couple plan an April, 1967 wedding.
Pam Hutton, senior occupational therapy’ major from Santa
Barbara and member of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, has announced
her engagement to Boh Brooks,
senior business management major at Syracuse University from
S’anta Barbara.

!Y. inrc
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President Clark, Mrs. Clark
To Give Graduate Reception
Attention all graduating sen-

A reception for those students receiving
baccalaureate or master’s degree
during the summer of 1965, fall
of 1965 and spring of 1966 will
be given by President and Mrs.
Robert D. Clark, Friday, June
10, in the college cafeteria from
2-4 p.m., according to Miss Ilelen
L. Brainard, assistant professor
of education.
Members of the administrative staff and faculty will he
present to greet the graduates.
their families and friends.
be provided
MUNiC will
throughout the afternoon event
by the MI/Sie department. The
Harp Chorale, under the dire,
iors or post -graduates!

4)1 MUSIC and
Mrs. Nancy Gustayson, instructor of music. v ill perform the
following selections: Clokey’s
"Snow Legend," Brahms"’Love
Songs" and Weill’s "September
Song."
Members of the ensemble are
Misses Marciel Lyezewski, Sandra Baker, Paula Donley. Darkm, I
Jan DeVore, Pam-

elu simmun.s, salty Snelling, Jan
Gilbert, Storm Harvey, Audrey
Clark, Jana Dremann. Melinda
Shaw and Gilda Jones.
Harpists will be Miss Nancy
Hendry and Mrs. Gustayson.
Two string quartets under the
direction of Prof. Albert Gillis,
assistant professor of music, will
play music by Haydn and Beethoven.

’111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
OPEN 24 HOURS
Banquet Rooms

the

Available from
10 to 120 people

huhyry

410 Coleman

tion of Dr. Russell Harrison.

ENGINEERING AID
$523 $585
Need to work for a year or two to finance your education? We
have several openings for you. Job requires some lower division
engineering courses or experience on a surveying party. Contact
your placement officer or Oakland Civil Service, Room 100 City
Hall, 273-3111. (Other openings in Professional Engineering,
Accounting, Recreation, Police Work, Secretarial and many
more.)
An equal opportunity

eniplo,er.

Nast to tho Purple Puny Cat

itemise

2$6.38311

MILLER’S STEAK HOUSE
OPEN 24 HOURS
Banquet Rooms Available
Lie Music 5 nights
Banquet
163

a

week

Steak Fish

V... Santa Clara

292-3848

Gymnastics Team
Schedules Tryouts
For Next Week
Interested in gymnastics? The
gymnastics team at SJS is in
search of new members. according to Miss Betty Barnard gymnastics coach.
Coeds interested in trampoline, tumbling and acrobatics
are urged to attend workouts
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. or Wednesday’at 3.p.m. in PER266, Miniature Gym.
The team, which began last
stating with two gilrs, won two
first -place ribbons and a secondplace ribbon at the Northern
California optional meet at San
Francisco State earlier this
month.
Only six colleges in Northern
California have gy mnast ic s
teams. "Our goal is to add four
or five members to the team
for the fall semester," Miss Barnard comments.
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135 South First Street
Valley Fair Shopping Center
1324 Lincoln Avenue

a scandal
of a sandal by

BERNARDO
At a glance, it’s Bernardo.
As classic and timeless as
Rome itself. And oh so
intimate. Brilliantly breezy,
exquisitely easy-going
with a neat little buckle in
the back. The only ranking couture sandalat
Thayer, of course.
Come in and expose
yourself to admiration.
Palomino, olive
or bone. 12.00

Time to start thinking about
selling back books!
Gather up all those used texts during finals tveek and we’ll buy ’em.
We are giving a bonus on all books to be used next fall as well as top
prices on books that will no longer be used. So when you get ready
to sell your books walk, run or crawl to either one of our atore locations. No standing in long endless lines, just fast efficient service.

california book co. ltd.

Main store.
.tnnex,
457 E. San Carlos St.
134 E. San Fernando St.
OPEN SATURDAYS

(1S,WIT

Taus Win Intramural Title
For Second Straight Year
For the second year in a row, lations of the Intramural sports rionship and housed the Intramural Athlete of the Year just
Alpha Tau Omega dominated the program.
ATO won the all-schix)I eham- as last season, and added the Inaward -winning in the final tabutramural Manager of the Year
laurels to its trophy case this year.
Jim Grace oecame the third ATO
in a row to win the Intramural
Athlete of the Year award, as
participated in 10 sports to
risily walk away with the honegl:SENIS
rrrs. ATO’s Craig Fergus and Jim
Melodrama and Olio
Pryor won the award the last
Every Fri. Rad Sat. night at 8:30 p.M.
tyro years.
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BEER
Showman Mike Fink was preSTUDENTS $1.75
sented the Manager award for
Monterey Rd. at Hillsdale
guiding the Taus to the victories
For reservations call 225-1232
Lonorno
over the years.
Theta Chi followed ATO and
INDIVIDUAL WINNERSIntramural Athlete of +he Year Jim
,,AE for the all-college award,
Grace (left) and Manager of the Year, Mike Fink receive their
MINNIMIMREM,
iih Allen Hall leading the indetrophies from Intramural Director Dan Unruh. Both winners are
pendents by finishing fourth allmembers of Alpha Tau Omega.
school.
The only award ATO did not Aniiiininumunolonnuniniumw_
winthe Sportsmanship award
F.
was given to Kappa Sigma.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon closed a
big gap on the Taus after the first
semestermainly on the basis of (More Intramtuals on Page 7)
a strong softball showingand
SLOW PITCH
was within winning range until
Fraternity slow pitch champion
ATO outscored them 115-22 in
At least four SJS students are
Theta Chi added another feather
track.
U
looking forward to finals.
Iraim
e&a
Allen Hall did not win a major to its softball war bonnet Tuesday
Why? Because the foursome
title, but participated in all events by beating independent champion
Chi twice to earn the leaves for Miami immediately after
and placed high in most of them. Phi Mu
champion- tests on June 9 for Miami, Florida
Grace showed amazing versatility all-college slow pitch
and the NCAA tennis championin winning the Athlete of the shiP
TC took the first game of the ships on June 13-18.
Year award.
Raul Contreras, Rodney Kop,
He was a starter in football, doubleheader 3-0 and ran away
Bob Murio and Yit Louie carry
held the team together as play- with the second contest 8-0.
Pitcher Todd Murphy was the Spartan hopes into the tourney.
...and save on import costs. Your car can be waiting
maker in basketball, was the
Coach Butch Krikorian has sent
pitcher in fast pitch softball, won big man for the fraternity team
for you in Europe, if you order it now. As your Authorthe all -Greek baseball throw in as he pitched a four-hitter in the the foursome through running and
a practice daily to condition the
track and aLso competed in slow first game and came back with
ized Dealer, we can deliver your VW completely
pitch softball, volleyball (two- I one-hitter in the follow-up contest. netters for the hot, humid Miami
equipped to American specifications.
Mike Tompkins was the hitting weather.
man and six-man), golf, bowling
star in the first game, driving in
"On clay, conditioning is imporand swimming.
two
runs with a pair of hits, while tant," reports the coach. "Play
His nearest competitor was
the
entire
TC
team
chipped
in
is slower, so learning to run and
Free: Please send illustrated brochure and price im
SAE’s Terry Moore.
Fink was named Manager of the with some fine bat work in the slide is essntial."
Call or contact Ron Croll
game.
second
Year for his spirit, enthusiasm and!
CLAY EXPERIENCE
FAST PITCH
cooperation with the Intramural
286-8800
The foursome all has experience
1550 North First Street, San Jose
program and edged Nash Just of
Pi Kappa Alpha also added a
-11gma Phi Ep.silon for the award. championship to ils list of honors on clay courts, although for some
Name
Allen Hall unseated the Beavers Tuesday, beating, Sigma Alpha Ep- it was many years ago. Contreras
Address
is independent champions. For silon 10-7 to capture the fraternity learned to play on the clay sur\TO,
it was the third time in five
Z,o Code
faces and prefers it to the cement
Crty
State
..ears they have won the all- fast pitch softball title.
Helped by three SAE errors, courts.
rhool award.
Kop won championships in the
PikA scored six times in the third
inning to build up a big lead, and
then held off a late rally to win
its tenth game of the year.
Drive-in and Dining Room Service
Final fraternity standings show
PiKA on top with a perfect 10-0
mark followed by Sigma Pi (8-2),
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (8-2), Delta
FRATERNITY STANDINGS
Upsilon 17-3i, Sigma Chi (6-4),
Theta Chi (6-41, Welta Sigma Phi Alphas Tau Omega
1219
(5-51, Alpha Tau Omega (4-6), Sigma Alpha F:psilon
1116
Sigma Epsilon :4-61, Lambda Chi Theta Chi
983
Alpha (4-61, Sigma Nu (2-8) and Sigma Phi Epsilon
525
Kappa Shona r 1-91.
522
Delta Sigma Phi

for I
1
nan
rett
Jar
Ku

GASLIGHTEAS
THEATRE
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SPORTSMANSHIPKappa Sigma members Mike Cameron,
Bill Klein, Vance Adler and Tom Finn display the trophy +heir
fraternity won for being presented the Sportsmanship Award for
the 1965-66 Intramural sports season.

Mid-west on clay years ago and
Louie tested the surface while in
service. Murio has the least clay I
experience, but Krikorian forsees
no difficulties.
In Miami, the racketeers will
drill three times a day to finalize
preparations for the tourney.
Drawings will not be made until
Saturday night, but Krikroan expects top competition to come from
USC
ranked as favorite
UCLA and Utah.

ors. Front UCLA, Charley Passerell is among the top individual
players. He will team with Ian
Crookenden in doubles play.
Doubles pairings for the Spartans will see Contreras-Kop and
Murio-Louie.
The No. 1 team did not play
as a unit until the WCAC tourney
to close out the year, they ran
away with the doubles crown in
their first effort.

OTHER THREATS
Behind the top three, he ranks
SJS, Cal, Stanford, Brigham Young
and other schools as near equals.
In individual play, Stan Smith
and Tom Eddlesen of USC are topranked singles and doubles play-

Speck?! Discount

Don Keffer led SJS golfers in ,
low-average tabulations with a
72.88 average announced coach
Jerry Vroom yesterday. Scores
from all matches on the year,
both home and away, went into
the figures. Ross Randall was second with a 73.05 rating.

r-

Only

(San Fernando at Market)

HALLS OF IVY
now offers you
ROOM & BOARD

Lectures on the beliefs of the Catholic Church are held each Thursday
evening from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
The 6 instructions required for mixed
marriage may be fulfilled by attending these lectures. There are no costs
or obligations.

39*

\ combination of Pork Meat, Tomato,
and \ I ild Green Pepper.
1 Phone Orders 297-8421
.41111111111111111111111111111111111PIIRIPle

"

4th and St. James
4

-,111.^1.1--

For further information or
of-ovate appointment
please call 292-4124

INDEPENDENT STANDINGS
Allen Hall
Whiskey A Go-Go
1Markham Hall
Moulder Hall
Phi Mu Phi

Spacious Living.
Apartments also available.
Get your Fall reservation at:

758
691
501
439
305

ALL-COLLEGE STANDINGS
Alpha Tatt Omega
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Theta’ Chl
Allen Hall
Whiskey A Go-On

1219
1116
983
758
69I

DU( AM
in CAMERA SHOP
245 south

COEDS!

Something New from Tico’s

ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff or
ASB card
Movie &
Cameras
Supplies
Projectors
" Equipment
developing printing
rentals repairs

Don Keffer Tops

TACOS
BURRITO
VERDE

102 S. 11 th St.
***************** P^

or call 297-1814
Al, .-

TIME FOR A CHAINGE

1

MRS.
RENEE’
BAUM

We’re pollinq out the cad!

for Judge of
San Jose - Milpitas
Alviso Municipal Court

BONUS DAYS

*
tr

rnAcriciNG ATTORNEY FOR 11 YEARS
* ADMITTED TO PRACTICE, U 5 SUPREME COURT
* MEMBER L:sE STATE AND COUNTY BARS
* CITY COLLEGE TRUSTEE
* FORMER TEACHER
* INVOLVEMENT WITH STUDENTS AND THEIR FUTURES

1(

DESERVES YOUR SUPPORT

’Re

0 BOOK
STORE

330 So. 10th St.
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Final Tests in School, NCAA
Sought by Spartan Tennismen

’T 17)
)

7.7

un

VOTE JUNE 7!
on .
Former Senator JACK 111.)Mi ’,UN
, Committee
including OVOF 300 Business, Civic, Religious and Educetiona. Leaders.
ATTORNEYS JOHN PASCO and JOAN HARRISON, Co.Chairmen of *
Attorneys Committee.
UNITED AUTO WORKERS. Locsl S60
COMMITTEE ON POLITICAL EDUCATION, AFICIO (COPE)
OFFICE WORKERS, Local 29.
SENIOR CITIZENS of Santa Clara County.
BUSINESS and PROFESSIONAL WOMEN S AREA CLUBS.

OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. DURING FINALS
******************** ******** *********************
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Outstanding iudoka

BEST COLLEGIATE
Now to this list of unsung heroes
may be added the name Paul
Maruyama, the best collegiate performer in the United States this
year, and one of the best to ever
graduate from SJS.
Actually Maruyarna hasn’t graduated yet. He’ll get around to that
next month, but he has completed
his collegiate judo competition, and
opponents all across the United
States are breathing a little easier
because of his forced retirement
In only one year of collegiate
competition at SJS, Maruyama,
a fourth degree black belt holder,
has captured just about every important collegiate title, capping
off what he describes as his "best
year ever" by winning his weight
division title at the National AAU
championships, a feat he had failed

CAN TUE GIRL
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COPE?Ain k.
-c:can Dine
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_ell why theY ,_s
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Question t"
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nineosstaand
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tharitsics itettiisn
itviyirt001(
OV(
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The Magazine for Young Adults

Now on Sale

to accomplish in four previous
tries.
In that tournament, Maruytu-na,
veho finished second over-all, was
awarded the Sportsmanship award
-given annually to the meet’s
most outstanding performerand
was honored with a Black Belt
Scholarship, which would have allowed him, were it not for a previous conunitment to the U.S. Air
Force, to study for four months
in Japan, all expenses paid.
SMALL LETDOWN
After such an outstanding performance, it was natural that the
NCAA finals would come as something of a letdown for the wellbuilt senior, but Maruyama
shrugged off any tendency he
might have had toward apathy
and captured both his 150-pound
division title and the over-all tournament championship.
In the process, he led the Spartans to their fifth consecutive
NCAA title and established himself
as the best collegiate judoka in
the country.
The champion.ship competition
at the Ohio State-sponsored 1966
NCAA finals was nothing new
to Maruyama, vvho had won his

nuTV -7
wowiwilitottuti 11,-
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Intramural

Maruyama Joins Unsung Hero List
By JOHN JACKSON
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Here’s one for all of you unfortunates stuck on *he trivia kick.
Identify the followwg people and
name the organization they represent: Lyle Hunt, Ben Campbell,
James Baker, Lee Parr, Yuzo
Koga.
Give up?
Actually the question was a bit
unfair, since the persons named
aren’t trivial. They’re simply not
well known, and perhaps they
should be, since all are outstanding judokas produced by Spartan
coach Yosh Uchida and are products of the SJS judo machine that
has turned out five consecutive
team champions and almost a score
of individual titlists since its first
NCAA crown in 1962.

Tyrv

division title in the tournament in the Olympic team, but was elimi1962 and again in 1964 while com- nated in the early rotinds by an
peting for Loyola University in eventual gold medal winner.
Los Angeles.
In fall, 1964, he transferred to
SJS because, "San Jose is the
best judo school in the United
States. There are outstanding individuals scat tered across the country, but you can’t find better
teams than the ones at San J(AO
State." The native of Yarnato,
Japan also explained that "actually
San Jose is better known as a judo
power outside the United States
than it is here."
The 23-year-old business major
isn’t sure just when he first became interested in judo. "I guess
it was about ten years ago, when
I was just a kid," he says.
Being "just a kid" didn’t hamper
his progress, however. Nor did the
fact that, being an American citizen in Japan, he was only allowed
to participate in promotional tournaments hindering his advance.
When he came to the United
PAUL MARUYAMA
. . . unknown, but oreat States in 1961, he had already
achieved a third degree black belt
In 1963 he represented the rating and was on his way to becoming
rthe of the best collegiate
Pan-American
United States in the
games and won a silver medal and performers in the United States.
After graduation this June, Marin 1964 he fought under Uchida on

uyitma’s plans are somewhat undecided. He hopes to continue in
judo in some capacity, but he is
not sure just how, since his immediate future will depend on
Uncle Sarn, who commissions the
Air Force ROTC minor into the
armed service right after graduation.
INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT
Maruyama has requested assignment to the intelligence department where he could continue to
practice judo, but has no idea
if his request will be granted.
After the Air Force? "I’m still
undecided," he says. "I live from
clay to day, and don’t make longrange plans."
One thing is sure, judo will be
in his plans, whether long or short
range.
Concerning his addiction to judo.
Maruyama says, "I have three
brothers. All are graduates of
Notre Dame, and all are black
belt holders, but none are crazy
like me."
Yap, Paul Maruyama is crazy,
just crazy enough to make coach
Uchida wish he had a whole team
ertvy Twooh.

Weather To Decide Events for Smith
o es o e ays a ur ay ig
11

-;inith will go in the 440 relay and
run an open quarter if the breeze
remains calm. If the wind is up,
however, the 440 relay, 100 and
220 are his expected events.
In the century, Jim Hines of
Texas Southern, Darrell Newman
of the Striders, Harry Jerome of
British Columbia, Lennox Miller
of the USC frosh, Harold Busby
of the UCLA frosh and Larry
Questad of Stanford will be among
bursting for
********* ******** ****** the outstanding field
the 100 tape.
The nucleus of the 100 field returns for the 220 with Charles
Greene of Nebraska and Mickey
Miller of Oklahoma State added
to the field.
Smith’s teammate Wayne HerThe Mystery Trend
men and Mexican National team
sprinter Miguel Gonzales, trainthg
The Flowers of Evil at SJS under Winter, also are in
the 220 dash.
Filling out the 440 relay unit
are Hermen, Pat Moran and John
Bambury. Regular Tim Knowles
Tcoruz
is still hampered by a pulled hamS ciTnrticiP
string and has not practiced since
Civic Auditorium 8 p.m.
the injury was sustained two weeks
ago.
Lights Projections
Ken Noel goes in the 880 and
Ken Shackleford runs the 440
Donation:
intermediate hurdles to round out
Richard Miller, Congress $2
************************ SJS track entries
High jumpers Ed Johnson and
Terry Doe lead the field partici************************ pants. The third Spartan jumper,

Tommy Smith could win in
breeze this weekend in more way:s
than one.
The SJS star will run in two
or three events in Saturday
night’s California Relays at Modesto depending on weather conditions.
According to coach Bud Winter,
ge*****POLITICAL ADVER.s.*****

Dance *Concert
JEFFERSON4--

SAT., MAY 28
0

PEACE ROCK

Get the Bug
This Summer

Gene ZubrInsicy, is out with leg
injuries.
Craig Fergus and Cornelius
Frazier carry Spartan hopes in
the triple jump. Flinging the discus will be Bob Akers and Rich
Saunders.

Relay rennet. Moran also goes
in the long jump.
Dick Smith is the lone Spartan
entry in the hammer throw.
Gonzales also goes in the 100
and teammate Salvador Medina
joins the intermediate hurdle crew.

Seventeen SJS Spikers
Qualify for NCAA Trip
The qualifying list of Spartans
for the NCAA Championships in
Bloomington, Ind. on June 16-18
looks like the team roster.
In all, 17 of Bud Winter’s spikers
qualify.
Heading the list, naturally, is
Tonuny Smith.
Smith heads the field in the 100,
220, 440, long jump and on the
440 and mile relay teams.
Teammate Wayne Hermen will
lead off the relay dashes and go
in the 100 and 220.
John Bambury will run the third
leg of the 440 relay and is entered in the 220. Ken Shackelford,
also in the 440 intermediate hurdles, is third man on the mile
tandem.
If healthy, Tim Knowles goes
second in both relays. If Knowles
is unable to run, Moran takes his
spot in the 440 and Ken Noel fills
in on the mile unit.
Moran also qualifies in the long
jump and Noel in the 880.

Rich Kleimmer and Bill Langdon are qualifiers in the steeplechase and three-mile, respectively.
The Spartans’ high jump trio
of Ed Johnson, Terry Doe and
Gene Zubrinsky heads the field
entrants.
Other combinations include Bob
Akers and Rich Saunders in the
discus and Craig Fergus and Cornelius Frazier in the triple jump.
Dick Smith will enter hammer
throw competition.

Announcements E

The independent, eo,rd 0,1i
their fast pitch softball season
Monday with the season’s top win-1
ners victorious again, and thH
year’s doormats again being I
stepped on.
The league champion Fruits
made it a perfect 10-0 regular season by edging the Beavers 6-3.
while the second place Moulder
Men were awarded a forfeit win
over the Fatmen, who failed to
show up for the contest.
Front division teams Newman
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon No. 2
also won as SAE bumped off the
"B" Bailers 12-7 behind Nick Fuller’s two-run hornerun. Paul Gar-
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VOLKSWAGEN. OWNERS

If your Volkswagen etinld speak she would probably
tell you how happy she is wit!: the ser ice she lias bee,:
getting at the local garage. Site uottlil go on to tell you
about all her happ) brothers. sistirs and rot:sins who
are getting the best of rare at Three -IC’ Flying
So, treat your N NN gently. kfter all. she deseres the
best. Take her to Konrad at l’hree "k- Flying \

THREE "K"

Flying "A" Imported Car Service
1 lth and SANTA CLARA

294-1562

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

%ME

THE RIGHT FIR!=,’1’ 1\11’RP:610N
The tropieuls are here ... looklasou
SS% Dacron’ polt.ester.
pos,tui
... a natural for the
natural shoulder in Auu.,

die cirtii With 10Weri

,ter
hlend
iriusrs to niinkle or crush
th.it
1111’ p.rcat,1

If the right first impression is important, let Mosher’s
Ltd. coordinate and tailor our graduation, s,acation or
campus wardrobe.

$199 Dalici only $4971 per month 0.....se
"Ilinrersbrivire"

Spartan Volkswagen
1160 N. First St.

San Jose

286-8800

Since 1885

San Jose State’s Traditional Shops
corner 3rd & San Fernando Streets

The Students’ Florist

also Town & Country Village

Corner of 2tul & San Fernando

292.11311

11/.4

scored
run, :aid then pitched jt
shutout to lead the Knights past
Whiskey-A-Go-Go 1-0.
INC
ot her games, Alpha Tau to
Omega No. 2 scored seven time. ?iir,
in the fourth inning to stop Allen 4,
Hall 12-8 and Markham Hall
scored nine runs in the fifth inning, three on winning pitcher Vic
Alkire’s bases-loaded triple, to
upend the Turdles 11-4.
The F’ruits will play fraternity
champion Pi Kappa Alpha [maw.;
row in the all -college doubleheaclep
’
segment of the hest -two-out -of.
three all -college championship’,
play-off. The first game begin att3:45 on Field 1.

* * *
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16 ROT( Cadets Receive Awards
Ribbons, medals and handshakes Science Lt. Col. Carl W. lvie, USA
climaxed Tuesday’s annual Army presented awards to 16 Army
ROT( cadets during pass in reROTC awards review held at the
; view ceremonies.
Women’s Athletic Field.
IWinners of the Superior Cadet
SJS Vice-President William Award were Peter A. Grundvig,
Dusel and Professor of Military I William C. Roberts II, Thomas S.

The Chicago Tribune Award
went to Thomas W. Windberg,
Peter A. Loeser, Thomas S. Krumholtz and Lawrence D. Sabo.
William G. Roberts II won the
Veterans of Foreign Wars Zane
Medal and James F. Cesari was
awarded the Atrierican Revolution
Medal.
John T. Everett was avvarded
the Military Order of the World
Wars Medal and Thomas B. Cameron won the Sons of the AmeriCIII1 Revolution Medal.
_

r71
W 0
2r

Krumholtz and Michael W. Kimovich.
The Association of the United
States Army Medal was awarded
Peter A. Loeser.
Winners of the Reserve Officers
Association M ed a 1 were Daniel
A Biondi, George DeSoto and
Richard A Confer Jr.

rt 115’.

Conservatively Correct

tSJS Students Win Grants Home Economics Department
Awarded $14,750 Contract
For Next School Year
Scholarship grant winners for CCPT; Lillian G y, Lettermens
the 1966-67 school year were an- Club.
Joyce Hennessey, Patrons: Bonnounced yesterday by Don Rynn,
nie Spoerri, CCP’I’; Cheryl Gat ting,
director of financial aids. They
Patrons; Russell Davis, Letterare:
mens Club; William Huckaby,
George Land, California Con- Standard Oil; Roseanne Peaslee,
gress of Parent Teachers 1CCPT1 National
Secretaries;
Charleen
and Patrons; Barbara Humes, Mc- Fahrion, CCPT.
Intyre Samuels; Judith Flory, CC
PT; Bernell Williams, Bessie McMICHAEL CONNOLLY
Cabe; Vivien Nylen, Alpha Delta
Michael Connolly, Owens-CornKappa, Alpha Chi Chi Chapter;
ing; Cornell Anton, CCPT; Helen
Carol Sawyers, San Jose Womens
Joseph, Beta Sigma Phi; Robert
Club.
Groshaw, Western Electric; Diane
Winslade, CCPT; Diane Ewing, V.
MARIE NELSON
D. Goodrich; Barbara Parkes, PaMarie Nelson, Spartan Spears;
trons; Harold Michaelson, Patrons.
Anna Garner, C’heranne Peterson,
Walter Wood, Roy Magnuson
Patrons; Charles Luther, CCPT
and Patrons; Randall German, Memorial; Siamek Parsanejad, V.
D.
Goodrich; Larry Larson, CCPT;
Owens-Corning; David Cundiff.
Richard Goodhact: Fred Bornikel, Cheryl Ann Kaatz, CCM% Robert
Byrd, CCM’: Cory Chan, Western
Electric Educational Fund; Mary
Ford, CCPT.

Management Opportunity
Our

NATUR11111(...OUR
SHARKSKIN SUIT IS VESTED

Connecticut
Mutual Life
The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low in net cost, too

Ideally suited for the university man, or business executive who prefers clothes in the traditional manner. Versatile, vested, and tailored
in our own 3-button natural shoulder model.
Two-ply all worsted sharkskin fabric in Navy,
Cambridge Grey, and Deep Olive.

$95

%C47:2,0DINSI-m,
m
San Ai-o^ Core ivt-.
Vare,, Vali.- Shoo M.., day in u

r’rr

U -o +.30 p.m
Urt.1 9:30 p.m.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

management

training

program is designed exclusively for the college graduate under age 25. Connecticut
Mutual Life Insurance Company offers opportunity for
the hard-working, competitive graduate to qualify for a
three-year training program
leading to Agency Management, Home Office Management or Professional Sales.
To receive an illustrated brochure, or arrange for a confidential interview, call Mrs.
Zanoy, 294-5660.

Connecticut Mutual Life
"The Blue Chip Company Since Pint"
Robert T. Heckley, C.L.U., General Agent
1671 The 11amede. Suite 311

Mladen Chargin, General Engineering; Siew Koh Leong, Western
Electric Educational Fund; Sharon
Titel, Womens Association of Electronic Industry; James Giottonini.
Owens-Corning; John Thompson.
General Engineering; Krishan Jaggit. Dan Alkasine; Eric Reamer,
GEM; Bonnie Elwood, CCPT.
Ryan explained that many of the
recipients have not yet received
notification, but "they should be
contacted within the next 10 days."

Spartaguide
TODAY
Epellon
Honor

Eta

Society),

sigma
3

p.m.,

(English
F0104,

critique of Reed.
291-5660

Economies Club, 12:30 p.m., H1,
Dr. Marvin Lee, associate professor
of economics, will speak on "Prob-

Spar.tin Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS (11
CAT OF EXTRAORDINARY
"’
WANTED

,

AUTOMOTIVE 12/
’56 VESPA.
$o0. 61 Vespa.
Need,
and lights. $50. Call 377
2789
;156 CHEVY. 6 cyfncler
dition. $160. 766 S. 9th. apt. 5. Call
298.6317 after 5 p.m.
wAGEk. Clean, good condi’59 vitattion. $650. Call 245.2255.
’63 SU-14-MM ALPINE. Good condition.
Gets great mileage. $1,200 or best offer.
Call 245-2596.
MUST SELL ’60 MGA roadster. Disc
brakes, r/h, good top & tires. New red
lacquer paint. 286-6426 after 7:30 p.m.
’55 PONTIAC. V-8, stick. r/h, 4 barrel.
traction masters, pipes. Runs good. Call
286-1280, Rick.
’64 CAMPER, Ford Econoline. Very good
condition. $1875. SJS extension 2581 or
244-6927.
’59 CHEVROLET with ’61 engine. 4
speed, excellent mechanical condition.
$450. Phone 736-2495.
’57 DODGE. V-8. hIrdicy..
tren..mission, power brakes. gond Imes,
rebuilt engine. 4 years old. Orininal
owrer. Must sell. $175. 253 1;34. wool,
days niter 5 p.m.
’65 BRIDGESTONE 60 cr.. 4 speed trensmission, good condition. $210. 294-6633,
Bill,
’62 ALLSTATE COMPACT SCOOTER.
Excellent condition. 3700 miles. $150.
377.7878 after 5 p.m.

ALLEGRO 10-sneed bite.
Torr,
Must sell.
c11.liarn Hall 294-6019
$1" SILVERTONE cori.olo
-d rnoinet.

E.cellent con STATE HOUSE, 508 S. 1 1th. Now ecBrooks. Mark- cepting reservations for summer & fall.
Furnished, 2 bedroom, 7 bath, ample
TV. -Excellent doses space. Summer rates: 2-$80, 3Sacrifice for $90. 4--$100, per month. Fall $180 per
month Call managers 292-7195
i HOUSES (Christian house). Coeciu
cational Room & board, 18 meals per
week. Reservations for fall term. 205 S.
SUMMER OPENINGS FOR college stu- ,zih St 791 9587 after 4 p.m.
dents. Selling general products Can
continue at your convenience during R-ENT FOR FALL 3 room apt. for 3 she
Large closets. attractive. $105 per
school year. Highest route sales com dents.
business ’enrol. 460 S. 6fh. 792-2250
Bnsic sales experience
training. Scholarships available for most HOUSE, four bedrooms, fully furnished.
oromising leaders. Contact Mr Barrett. I2th, near William. Garage- Available
ntno
ei,rn
June 10fh. $130. Phone 252-4247.
2 GIRLS part-time work in nursery COLLEGE MAN. Single room. Kitchen,
school. Room, board and salary. Summer TV, & livingroom privileges. 115 S. 14th
& lorl fall. Phone 286.0883. Near SJS. St. Call 286-2704. evenings.
STUDENTS - "Don’t be conned by En- 1 & 2 BEDROOM furnished apts. Pool.
:yclopedia come on’s. Get a fair shake 121 N. 8th. Summer & fall from $85 to
n -r1 an honest guarantee and work for 5130. Manager. apt. 1. 297-5203.
he best": Selling Great Books of the LOW SUMMER RATES for I & 2 bedNeslurn World. Investigate our summer room modern apts. 65 S. I Ith. 293-3126.
Icholarship & commission program. Call Also, modern 3 bedroom, 2 bath apt.
sA. AsSonn 795-4104
467 S. 8th. 797.8640.
COUNSELORS (21-35) needed for fine UC BERKELEY. Summer sublet quiet,
High Sierra private girls camp. Tennis, modern, I bedroom, furnished apt. Near
archery, English riding, secretary, typing, campus. June-Sept. 848-6611.
rnlief counselor. Dining room. Also 2 LANE APTS. New, close, spacious. I
kitchen boys. Some work experience pre- bedroom apts. designed for groups of 3.
ferred. 739-0630.
Individual closets & 2 bathrooms. Also 2
NATIONAL CO. needs 3 accounting bedroom, 2 bath apts. Summer rates
trainees. Must have BS in accounting. $35/person. 439 S. 4th. 286-4442.
Ago to 33. Draft deferred or completed. FURNISHED ROOMS. Male students.
This is an excellent Co. with unlimited Kitchen privileges. No smoking or drink--kanre for advannemnnt. To $650. Ser110 ing. $10 & $15. 293-3088.
Co. also needs Industrial Engineers. Must
have BSME or BSIE. To $700. Both posi- SUMMER RATES. Furnished studios, 2 &
tions are fee paid by Co. Also may fee 3 bedroom apts. $59 up. Nice kitchens.
jobs available. Personnel Search Agency, 628 S. 10th St. After 4 p.m.
C:ornmunity Bank Building. I 1 1 W. St.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for fall.
John 286-8181.
$40 per month, near campus. Call Anita
WANTED - Electric Typists - 50 plus: 294.6480.
business machine operators, and clerks
for temporary summertime assignments. SUMMER RATES. $75-90 per month inSnn Jose to Redwood City inclusive, NO cludes all utilities. large completely furFEE. OLSTEN’S Temporary Personnel, nished 3 room apt. Girls or couple. 595
314 Community Bank Building. 286.8400. S. 9th St. Cell 259-1557.

’60 S1MCA. R/H, new tires, recent en
gine $ transmission overhaul. Runs well,
good gas mileage. Must sell at once.
$150. Cell 294-9315.

NEED FOUR MEN COUNSELORS: Junet jraduate students. Summer
camp for teen-agers located in Santa
Cruz Mountains. Contact Placement Of’65 VVI. Dark green. immaculate condi- fice or write Kennoly. Box 55, Soquel.
tion. 10,500 miles, $1450, Call 293.4110 Call 406475-1430. College credit available. Also need: dishwashers. Registered
after S
Nurse, groom (over 25).
TR.3. ’57. Rebuilt online & transmission.
HOUSING IS)
Red with black interior. Best offer over
$450. 295-4348.
NOW RENTING for summer session. 1
’57 VW. Sunroof, excellent condition, bedroom furnished apts. Tradewinds, 633
gond paint. new valves, new battery. S 8th. $75 per month or rent weekly.
Rxns good. 3500. Call 294-9687.
Free parking. See manager. Mike Scott
’65 HONDA 50. Excellent condition, low evenings or weekends. Phone 286-4260.
mileale. 1 owner. Phone 294.1528.
$125 LEASES a 2 bedroom, fully fur’50 FORD. 2.cloor. good motor, decent nished home at 440 Eiiiebeh St. Near
body fair tires. crummy interior. Trade corner of S. 10th & Santa Clara St. Will
for Boeing 707 or $60. Call 293-0865.
accommodate 4 college students. 2
it-13 VALIANT WAGON. Ideal surf wag blocks from SJS. Zulpo Realty, 259-4230.
,e 297-5710 or 7643330.
& 2 BEDROOM, completely furnished,
SPRINT by FITCH. A poor man’s Porseci
& drapes. All electric kitchen.
1961 Corvair before mod. carpets
rates. 298-6977 or 248-9145.
Summer
owner and complete car
Call Tony at 297.0428.
$25 pet MAN, ply month for summer:
’60 FORD ,onvertible, V8. stick, gond 243.75 in fell. Modern, all electric, fum
n. 3495 (must sell) 297.6149 or ished. carpets, drapes, N. 3 blocks
22,
.2 after 6 p.m.
from campus. 431 E. St. John St. *4.
’65 HONDA SO 4Tpeed. Excellent con- 295.5022 after 5 p.m. Patch
e,
;
294.9687.
THE CAMPUS, is now accepting reserGOING TO EUROPE. Must ;ISII ’65 500 vations for summer & fell. Summer rates,
cth only 1.100 mi. ’60 Stude 570-2100 for 2.4 people. Fall rates, $140
As1^-1 $415. Call Al at or $160 2 bedroom. 555 S, eth.
NEW SPACIOUS APTS. Furnished, fee
FOR SALE ( 3)
turing fireplace. 2 baths. large closets.
sun deck. color TV, party room. Close to
AUTO RECORD PLAYER. SW Sur inch SJS. Now fakini reservations. Also,
arneter w1sh tyartrn;f1e. $7S. Stowett
--nor. r.ntind. Mannoer, 215 S.
Wirner 9nintos, $5. rio-o5va,
si., #2. 292 91/0 or 379.5233.

The Home Economics has re$14,750 contract from the
ceived
Office of Economic Opportunity
(0E01 for the presentation of a
one week Project Head Start Orientation program to 100 trainees
Sunday, June 19 through Friday.
June 24.
Project Head Start, sponsored
by the 10E01, gives economically
disadvantaged children an opportunity for pre-school education.
The youngsters have a chnnee to

adjust to a school environment
before they actually begin their
formal education.
According to Dr. Mary Ellen
Durrett, professor of home economics and director of the Head
Start Orientation program at SIS,
the program is designed to orient
more fully the staffs of child development centers in the problems
and characteristics of the disadvantage(’ child and wV of achleving wen’. partiripatien.

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

Professional Pharmacists

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN jOSE

This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.
Take a dime.
Take heart.
Then take a bottle of Sprite
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it’s in
Cold.
your hand.
Tart and
Biting.
You
tingling.
cackle fiendishly
and rub your hand (You
together.
should; they’re
probably chilled to
the bone by now.)
You tear off to a
corner, alone, but
within earshot of
your fellows.

lems in California Higher Education," all interested students and
faculty are invited.

Angel Flight, 7:30 p.m., MH423,
meeting, "Coffee and . . .," 8:30
STUDIO, summer rates. $69.50. Large, p.m., Cafeteria A and B.
carpets, drapes. furnished, soft water.
Spartan Hoed, 7 p.m.. CH162.
659 S. 9th. Call 296-1822.
Nominations for next fall’s offiNEED two more for 4.man apt. for sum- cers will be held.
mer. Split level, 2 bedroom, 2 bath. VS
per month. 70 S. 8th, #5. 295-7021.
Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
GIRL NEEDED. Summer. $25/month. MH221.
Own room in apt. 545 S. 7th. Spacious.
Arnold Air Society, 7 p.m., A133,
297-6694. _
GIRLS. House for rent. 2 bedroom, 2 elections and installation of new
bath. Patio & garage. Available after officers.
finals. 292-1869, after 6 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMIE. upper division, need- TOMORROW
ed for fall. $50 month. Near campus.
Tau Delta Phi, a dance will be
Call Robio 295.5543. Unapproved apt.
held at the Cabana Motor Hotel in
FURNISHED APTS. Large, modern. quiet. Palo Alto, Friday, at 8 p.m. All
Garage. Ideal student location. 294-3810
past and present members and
a.m. oi 6 p.m.
their guests are invited.
LOST AND FOUND 16)
International Students Organi-

And then? And then? And then you unleash it.
It fizzes! It roars! It bubbles with
SPRITE1
good cheer!
"Who’s that strangely
Whisperings.
Heads turn.
fascinating student with the arch smile -And what’s
in that curious green bottle that’s making such
a racket?"
The distinctive taste and
And you’ve arrived!
ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart.
You’re somebody, uh...uh, whoever -you -are.

SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN’T
KEEP IT QUIET,

zation, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and
LOST: Small black :haggy puppy (female). Name: -SInopy.’ Contact Linda B, elections.
or Joan. 342 S. I Ith, #3. 297.5397.
SUNDAY
Theta Sigina Phi, 1 p.m., JourPERSONALS 171
nlism Conference Room, initiation
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding and formal installation of new ofrings. Original jewelry in cast gold & silficers, "30" party as last meeting
ver. G. Larimore 354-1273.
of the semester, all members.
SERVICES

FAST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED TYPING in my home. Editing upon request.
259-5118.
AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE for students. Chet Bailey,
286-5386. 707 N. First St. Suite #1.
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
WERT TYPING SERVICL 5 years typing for SJS students. 258-4335.
VAUGHN’S SEMESTER CLEAN-UP. I/2
sale. Suits, sport coats, slacks, shirts,
jackets, sweaters. 125 S. 4th.
WILL EXCHANGE babysitting on weekends. SJS area. Phone 294-7591, after
MEN - From June 10, largo, cool, 5:30 p.m.
quiet. single or double rooms, with liv
ingroom, TV room & 2 kitchens. Perking.
TRANSPORTATION 19)
$22.50 to $30 a month, for summer. 532
S. 9th, see Rick or call 264-3994.
NEED RIDE EAST. Destination M;
"THE MATADOR" 201 S. 13th now ac- Will help drive, & share expenses af
cepting summer & fall residents. Double June 13th. 293-7877.
& single rooms. Kitchen privileges. Ap NEED A RIDE to Chicago area. M,
proved housing or unapproved Apt. Rea- leave June 13th. Share driving & gas
Call 293-5751 or 297.7901.
sonable rates. Clean. 295.9521.
NEED RIDERS TO New York to help
2 HOUSES FOR LEASE. 91 S. 12th-I0 share expenses.
Leaving around June
rooms. 150 S. 12th -8 rooms. Excellent
10th. Call 297-0883, Nasser.
for fraternity or sorority. For full inforWOULD LIKE a ride to Georgia
mation. call 292-7278.
graduation. Call Dwight, 293.9844, al.
GIRL ROOMIE needed to share 2 bed- 6 p.m.
room, 2 bath apt. in Sept. $50 pro
NEED RESPONSIBLE DRIVER to Detri,
month. Call 294-2922. Room 202.
Leave around June 10th. Will pay your
FURNISHED 3 -room duplex apt. Newly expenses. Please call Fred McGuire. 293.
decorated. 269 N. 7th St. Phone 258- 4212.
7850. Couples preferred.
NEED RIDER to go East after finals.
ROOMMATES NEEDED. Male business Final destination Ohio. Call Susan Archstudents. $35 per month for summer. See ibald at 293-9814.
Stan. 65 S. Ilth St.. *13.
SEATTLE SOUND Juno 9fh. Neind ride MALE ROOMMATE needed for summer. (Maximum two). Call Brien, 986 02n9
Lerge 2 bedroom apt. Beautifully for
niched, 2 pools, 7 minutes from campus.
To place an ad:
$47 month. Call 251.8878.
Visit the
1 BEDROOM fumished apts. $80. $90, &
Classified Adv. Office -J206
$95. Water & garbage paid. 583 S. 1 1th
St.. #13. 294.9170.
Daily
FURNISHED HOUSE on S. Ilth, 2 bed10:30 - 3:30
room & den. Also splittlevel apts. $80100. SUITITIlf rates. 2584945.
Submit ads 2 publications days prior
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE. Summer to day ad is to run.
Roomie._ Cell
manager
al
793-91177.
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
_
2 FEMALE ROOMIES needed for Ihn cash or check. Untie check out to
summer. Spacious apt. et the Stet.. Sperien Daily Classifieds.
C.111 homy, 292 5/99.
Phone 294 64I4, Est. NA

YOU
CAN’T SAVE
MONEY
UNLESS

Mailer
deweterd
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

72 S. First St.
San .108e
Phone 297-0920

You buy at
Puritan Oil Co.
Guaranteed
Major Brand
Gasoline
EMPRESS

All
Major Brands
of Oil
Puritan Oil Co.
4.11 f,
10th to Taylor

Ath

Key",

1316 Cy Julian

PRICES

FROM

11,25

TO

6,600

You Are Cordially Invited to visit our Bridal Registry
and see ow 22 new patterns in Chinatvare, featuring:
Syracuse Fine China Crystal Stemware by Holmegaard Bode from Sweden.
a,

"P’04,,A1A
San 1..-..
Phone 297-0920

otuieter3
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

